UNIT 1: BASICS OF GEOGRAPHY (part 1)

Aug 31 – Sep 25 (19 Days)

Suggested Assignment Schedule:

CHAPTER 1: Physical Geography; Looking at the Earth (6 days)
___ Chapter 1, Section 1: The Five Themes of Geography, pages 5-9 (1 day)
___ Chapter 1, Section 2: The Geographer’s Tools, pages 10-13 (1 day)
___ Geography Skills Handbook pages 14-19, do Map Practice page 19 (1 day)
___ Geography Skills Handbook pages 20-23, do Map Practice page 23 (1 day)
___ Chapter 1 Assessment, pages 24-25 (2 days)

CHAPTER 2: Physical Geography; A Living Planet (7 days)
___ Chapter 2, Section 1: The Earth Inside and Out, pages 27-29 (1 day)
___ Disasters! Asteroid Hit, read pages 30-31 and do GeoActivity on page 31 (1 day)
___ Chapter 2, Section 2: Bodies of Water and Landforms, pages 32-36 (1 day)
___ Chapter 2, Section 3: Internal Forces Shaping the Earth, pages 37-41 (1 day)
___ Chapter 2, Section 4: External Forces Shaping the Earth, pages 42-45 (1 day)
___ Chapter 2 Assessment, pages 46-47 (2 days)

MAP HANDOUTS (6 days)
___ Major Bodies of Water of the World (2 days)
___ Major Mountains / Deserts of the World (2 days)
___ Major Rivers of the World (2 days)